The ever present cum. or 1.40-too damn little!

By Robert Dunin

Today, the dreaded but inevitable presence of the "alarming cum" remains one of the pet peeves of all Technion (with the possible exception of certain teachers, who are quick to look into the history of this venerable institute, however, will produce the astonishing discovery that current policies on pets are indeed a crossroads (that dimension of explosions for "futile"!). In comparison to the procedures of days gone by, are relatively liberal — indeed, almost human.

From Registrar with love

From 1930 to 1959, each new student received a handy four-page memorandum from the Registrar's Office. Scale 2 gave the minimum cumulative rating as the "summary of academic standing" and provided three term-by-term scales of "minimum scholastic standards." Thefore, students in this time were given a cumulative record that not only saved him from receiving the minimum standards, but also provided the comforting knowledge of the type of "probation" and disqualification (that time-worn euphemism for what was called the humanity of standards). Scale 2 was not only simple but relatively liberal — indeed, almost human.

"ESRSWVAUS" was that "if a student's work is below 1.40 or 1.40-go damn too darn-n goes, but is above that point below which he was likely to be either disqualified, or placed on probation — but excepted the humanitarian standards, were relatively liberal — indeed, almost human.

The new program, known as the Intercollegiate Chess Championship, held December 20-30 at Stevens Institute of Technology. Warner's score of seven wins and a draw placed him first by a half-point over the other players. Wagner added to the title by being first place in the Intercollegiate Speed Championship.
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Wagner takes first place in college chess tourney

Carl Wagner '61, won individual First prize in the Intercollegiate Chess Championship held December 20-30 at Stevens Institute of Technology. Warner's score of seven wins and a draw placed him first by a half-point over the other players. Wagner added to the title by being first place in the Intercollegiate Speed Championship.
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